Introduction
Lei D -{r,lrl < t} denote the unit disk in the complex plane and let f denote a Fuchsian group acting on D . Let F denote the fundamental region of l. We may think of F .t th" "Fård fundamental region" F6: {z e D:lzl S lZ(r)l for each -f e l) , but any choice of a fundamental region F for which the area of the boundary of F is zero will serve our purposes for most of this paper. We say that the function / meromorphic in D is an automorphic function (with respect to theFuchsiangroup lit f(1QD: fQ) foreach7€f andeach z€D. Wesay that a meromorphic function / is a rotation automorphic function (with respect to I ) if for each 7 € I there exists a rotation ,5, of the Riemann sphere (with radius 1/2) such lhat f (1Q)): Sr(lQ)) for each z € D. Also, we say that an analytic function / is an additive automorphicfunction (with respect to l) if for each 7 € I there exists a complex number A, such that f (1Q)) : f(r)* A, for each z e D.
Let f#(z): lf,Q)ll(t+1ttr)l') denote Lehner [11] , Metzger and Rao [15] , [tO] , and Knopp [10] , all proved ,o*" ,.rrior,.
of the following result: if / is an additive automorphic function with respect to a finitely generated Fuchsian group r and if g: /' satisfies (1), then f e B. In the case of infinitely generated Fuchsian groups, Lehner [12] and [18] The proof of the Theorem is lengthy, and we will proceed in stages with several parts. First, we set up some of the constants and notation, and make some preliminary estimates. Then, we will prove three Lemmas. And finally, in the last part of the proof we give an estimate for the integral in (12) .
To begin the proof, we define o : min{s 12,712 -"la}.
We will assume throughout that fr(r) is a strictly increasing function such that å(r) ---+ oo as r ---+ t-, for if it is not we can replace it by K(r) :(1 -r)-, + sup{r1t; : 0 < ä J r}.
Let N be the least positive integer such that exp(2N-3o) > k(llz) and, for n ) N ,let Rn be the solution to the equation k(R") : exq(2n-l o).
Clearly, wehave 112 < Rn I Rn+r < L for n ) N and .R, ---+ L as n ---+ oo. Let us define m7{ to be the least positive integer satisfying fetr6 2-(rnrv+r) < .Biv+r -Äag and m1,, ) I/. We define ( 13) r1,-(1 12)-(1 lz)k+t, 0( k S TrLN. This has the properties that r*r, 1l < A, and r-, -rnx-r ( Alr+r --Bru. We can now define the rest of the sequence {rr} inductively.
Suppose that we have defined a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers rnN t rnN*l: ...r rn7 with j > N, together with a strictly increasing sequence of numbers r7r, 0 I k I mi, such tha,t r*, I Rj, r*i rmi_r I Rj*r-87, and rk-rk-r 1r*-1 -rk_z for 0 ( lc 1mi. Let pi be the least non-negative integer such that r*i * pi(r*i -r*t -r) < Ri.
(It is possible that pj:0.) If pi) 0, then for mi < k S. mi*Pi we {efi1e rt so that rk -rk-r : rk-L -rk-2 ' Let qi be the least positive integer such that 2-qi (r*i -r^i -t) I Ri+, -Ri+t.
We define mi+t : mi * Pi * g;, and fot mi + pi < lc 3 mi+t we define 16 such tn* ål'-"hlåoJ|*|; ""?i|,)li^<t that r*;*t I Ri+t and r,,,*., -r*i+,-t I Ri+, -Ri+t, which"bringt-lt full circle in the construction' Thus, sequences tili, i t'It'i'and {r7,} "Jn b" constructed so that '*i 1'R; and so r; ( Ri fot j > N. Also, (14) (ru-, -'*-z)12(-r* -rt-r ( rk-r -rk-2 and so 2-(r+r) I rx -r*-t I rk-L -rte-2t k >7.
Our construction also ensures that rm;*ni 1 Ri < rmi*pi * r*i -r*i-L'
Thus, 11, -+ L as k --+ oo, since Ri --+ L as j ---+ oo'
We now define, for n 2 0, Pn : 4n*2 , T'n : (rn * rn+r) 12, and Gn(r) -1+ (, lr,-)'n, and g "(r) : < 2(1 * 6(r,, -ri))'t < 2exp (ar11r,-ri)) ( exp (ze1r*-ri)). Now,for j)n,
-'")y R. Aulaskati, W.K.Hayman, a,nd P. Lappa'rt Hence, for j > n we have i +t> n*2, so, using (14) again, we deduce that t r t-P. here W is a constant independent of n.
Proof. We define Enp : {, , "
€ .E,, and lC"1r1l > 1lZ} and assume that n ) 3 and z € En,o. Then, by (13) , lrl>_(ro +rr)12:718, since n ) 1, so lC',1r11c"12)l: le,lzllrlr,lP" llt + 111r")." I < Bp,llzl < 24pn. fiJJe"'o < v(log M^)'"+'Ml-' < 1z(log Mn12"+t *-'" .
We note that, by Lemma 2 (i), lf (z)l < Mio for z e En. Let Qz b. the smallest integer such that 2a' > Mlo. Then, for Q1 < q < Qz, *" have /#(z) < It'{4/t{41 < 2cFPn from (17) . ( To complete the proof of Theorem 5, we give an upper bound for the integral in (12) . We can express the unit disk D by Hence, the integral in (12) is equal to /o'" /o''' k()(f+e))"r d,rr, * f !|"^*r,ltf#())'rdr d0.
I W exp {(2"-' -zn-r )"} : W exp{-2'-2 o}.
Since f exp{-2"-zo} is a convergent series , the integral in (12) is finite, and
Theorem 5 is proved.
6. An example to illustrate Corollary 1
We shall prove the following result. We deduce that in the range (19) we have (20) In particular, when lrl -rry we have lrf'@l < BKo* 12. lrf'e)l q 37sa(N+t) 1z < cnlt -,r)-o < C4(1-lrl)-" , 
